
NTX is a solution that simplifies test automation in an intuitive, 

fast and versatile way. You can now optimize the time to market of 

a solution while reducing costs and its overall development cycle.

TEST AUTOMATION MADE INTUITIVE

DECREASE YOUR 
TESTING TIME WITH NTX, 
A NO-CODE TEST 
AUTOMATION ENGINE

Non-technical
Non-technical people can automate tests.

Teams
NTX can be made available 
to every team that needs to 
automate tests.

Results
Test management is integrated 
with test results and 
automatically executed.

Create
Every team can create test cases, 
and these may even be specified before 
the software development. Possibility 
to record the process by doing it 
manually (web and mobile).

Execution
Different types of tests (Web, Mobile, SAP, 
and others) can be executed in several different 
environments, like DEV, TST, PPRD & PRD)

Low Effort and 
Artificial Intelligence
The maintenance effort of test cases 
is low. The AI NTX module detects 
which object IDs cause errors in test 
runs and automatically changes them 
to improve maintainability.

Scheduling
Possibility to schedule test runs 
to be executed after working 
hours, saving execution history.

Run 
Ability to run tests on all operating 
systems, browsers, mobile devices 
and containers (dockers).

NTX allows:
OUTSYSTEMS AUTOMATION

Specific algorithm to capture 
Outsystems objects.

SAP AUTOMATIONMOBILE AUTOMATION IMAGE RECOGNITION 
AUTOMATION

WEB SERVICESWEB AUTOMATION 



NTX is built to ensure integrability with test and defect management tools, 
working on all operating systems and running tests in different environments. 
Automated tests are created directly on the solution and saved in test 
management tools, as well as the evidence from test runs.
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Focus on UI and 
Process automation

Allow non-technical people 
to automate Tests

Test & Defect 
management integrated

Specify Automated Tests 
before SW development

NO-CODE solution

NTX integrates 
with:

TEST MANAGEMENT TOOLS REMOTE WEB/MOBILE API TESTS CI/CD


